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RHYTHM AND SOUL

THE ART OF JAN WADE
As we celebrate Black History Month, today the Art Canada Institute
presents a new online exhibition giving long overdue recognition to this
Vancouver artist, whose practice is steeped in the Southern Black aesthetics
and African Methodism of her upbringing in Hamilton, Ontario.

Jan Wade, Breathe (detail), c.2004–20,
Vancouver Art Gallery.

Jan Wade at the exhibition Jan
Wade: Soul Power at the Vancouver
Art Gallery, 2022, photograph by
Thelonius Mthombeni.

Buttons, shells, Scrabble tiles, horseshoe charms, and other
found curios come together in the art of Jan Wade to provide
an unforgettable commentary on slavery, racism, injustice,
and the remembrance of Black history. Wade grew up in
a segregationist society in Hamilton, Ontario, in the 1960s
and later was the only student of colour while at art school
in Toronto. These experiences and the civil rights movement
in Canada and the United States profoundly impacted her work.
With a lifelong passion for flea markets and thrift shops, Wade finds materials
for her art in everyday objects and recycled goods, taking inspiration from the
creativity of enslaved African people who were brought to North America. Just
as their artistry sprung from what they could find, so does Wade’s remarkable
work. An insatiable book lover, her compositions are also resplendent with texts
that amplify her art’s energy and draw us into a conversation with her pieces.
While Wade’s subjects are as far-reaching as spirituality, politics, and pop
culture, they are ingeniously woven together in Jan Wade: Soul Power, the first
major solo exhibition by a Black female artist to be held at the Vancouver Art
Gallery (VAG). In this week’s newsletter we are honoured to share with you, in
conjunction with the VAG, selections of the richly layered mixed media works in
Wade’s landmark show. Curated by Siobhan McCracken Nixon, Soul Power offers
a vivid exploration of social transformation in the African diaspora.
Sara Angel
Founder and Executive Director, Art Canada Institute

SOUL POWER

Jan Wade, Soul Power, 2021, Courtesy of Jan Wade.

Wade first heard the phrase “soul power” as a child through the music of James
Brown, the legendary “Godfather of Soul.” The title of her exhibition is boldly
proclaimed in this vibrant, large-scale piece, consisting of hard-edge abstract
paintings overlaid with black text. The words “soul power” are present in several
of Wade’s works, attesting to the fundamental role that music plays in her art.
The artist says she feels music beyond music; it structures her practice (through
the idea of a visual beat) as a kind of push and pull that often appears in the
rhythm and repeating patterns of her artworks. Music connects Wade to her
family, to her community, and to her childhood African Methodist church
with its oral traditions.
Visit the Online Exhibition

EPIPHANY

Jan Wade, Epiphany, 1990–2021, Courtesy of Jan Wade.

Wade considers this installation composed of more than 100 crosses to be her
first “transformation” piece. Epiphany, 1990–2021, is never installed the same way:
the artist reconfigures the work with each presentation, adding new crosses and
modifying older pieces. She describes the cross as the “ultimate pop icon,” noting
that the form, for her, is much more than a religious symbol. Wade sees the cross as
stretching beyond belief systems, changing in meaning and symbolism throughout
history, just as her own artwork alters with each presentation. In Epiphany, Wade
reclaims and reinvents the cross as a signifier of cultural survival.
Visit the Online Exhibition

PROPHECY

Jan Wade, Prophecy (front), 1993–2020,
Vancouver Art Gallery.

Jan Wade, Prophecy (back), 1993–2020,
Vancouver Art Gallery.

Wade’s intricate sculptures are made entirely of found objects and recycled
materials. From an early age, she was taught that nothing should go to waste,
and she is a lifelong thrifter. In the nearly two-metre-tall sculpture Prophecy,
1993–2020, pop culture symbols, religious icons, and common everyday items
are arranged in symmetrical order. Many of the decorative elements are part
of Wade’s unique iconography, including the inverted horseshoe (symbolizing
good luck), the Black hand with raised index finger (what the artist calls the
“fist of defiance”), the skull, and the cross. The backs of Wade’s works, usually
hidden from view, contain the artist’s hand-painted texts. Ranging from standard
information such as the date of creation and title to stream-of-consciousness
writing resembling poetry, the words reflect the innermost thoughts of the
artist’s creative mind, and as such provide insight into how Wade relates
to, and thinks about, her own art.
Visit the Online Exhibition

BREATHE

Jan Wade, Breathe (detail, top, and installation view, bottom), c.2004–20, Vancouver Art Gallery.

Breathe, c.2004–20, features more than seventy handstitched embroideries,
installed in a single line. Wade’s interest in needlework developed during her
childhood years in Hamilton, when she was surrounded by craft makers, notably
her African American grandmother, great-grandmother, and other women
who would practice their handicrafts in the basement of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. Breathe functions as an extensive material record of Wade’s
act of creating while expressing the rhythm of her own breath. This hauntingly
prescient project took on newfound urgency following the killing of Eric Garner
in a prohibited chokehold by a police officer in New York City in 2014. Wade
says, “From then on I thought of these pieces as breathing…as breath itself…
every stitch a mantra…a spell-poem that would and could help sustain my
own life…and our right to life…”
Visit the Online Exhibition

Share this newsletter with friends who love Canada’s art,
or invite them to sign up here for our weekly dispatch.

AUNT JEMIMA/TRANSFORMATION

Jan Wade, Aunt Jemima/Transformation, 2021, Courtesy of Jan Wade.

This sculpture draws on the African American folk art tradition of the memory
jug—a vessel that is covered in small objects, usually attached with clay, putty,
cement or plaster. Wade’s piece references African American artist Betye Saar’s
(b.1926) work The Liberation of Aunt Jemima, 1972, an assemblage that arms the
well-known “mammy” caricature with a rifle and grenade, transforming her into
a warrior against racial violence and derogatory stereotypes. Similarly, Wade’s
work portrays the “mammy” caricature (left) and counters it with a replica African
mask displayed on the backside (right). Deeply rooted in the history of slavery
in the United States, the mammy caricature represents a fictional Black female
figure who is devoted to domestic servitude and love for her white “family.” In this
artwork, Wade pays tribute to Saar not only as a fellow artist but also as a fellow
child of the Great Migration—the movement of an estimated six million African
Americans from the rural South to cities in the North and West of the United
States (and to Canada) from 1916 to 1970, fostering the growth of a
new urban Black culture.
Visit the Online Exhibition

SELF-PORTRAIT

Jan Wade, Self-Portrait, 2001, Collection of Brad Gough and Gary Saulnier.

In Self-Portrait, 2001, Wade’s rendering of her own face from multiple
perspectives recalls Cubism and the work of Pablo Picasso (1881–1973), which
appropriated the appearance of African masks and sculptures, but it is also
suggestive of movement and personal transformation. “I believe…transformation
is the essential element in any form of creativity or making…from the time
we lived in caves we have been exploring the transformation of the spiritual…
intellectual and physical,” says Wade. “It is how we move forward…and go
inward…African American art forms are transformation personified.” Employing
her signature thick, black lines and bold colour palette, Wade inserts motifs such
as an inverted horseshoe, teardrops, and the all-seeing eye, adding depth to
this representation of personal change.
Visit the Online Exhibition

CHURCH AND STATE

Jan Wade, Church and State, 1990–2020, Vancouver Art Gallery.

Wade’s art is strongly influenced by the Black church and Southern United
States Black aesthetics, which were part of her early upbringing in Hamilton,
Ontario, under the care of her paternal African American grandmother and
great-grandmother. In her work, Wade often focuses on crosses, altarpieces,
shrines, and memory jugs—vessels of faith, worship, and remembrance. Church
and State was originally made in 1990 and was more recently altered by Wade.
Her transformation process for these types of works involves removing all the
decorative elements (such as buttons, coins, text, and found objects) from the
surface of the central piece—in this case a cross—and then re-embellishing it
with an assortment of old and new items. “My first and most profound artistic
influence was the Southern Black aesthetics of my childhood,” explains Wade.
“Nothing went to waste…found objects, fabrics, and materials were all
used and reused in daily life.”
Visit the Online Exhibition

OBAMANATION

Jan Wade, Obamanation, 2009, Collection of Scott Smith and Indika Gnanaratna.

Wade’s altarpiece Obamanation, 2009, captures the optimism felt worldwide
when Barack Obama was elected as the first African American president in
2008. Rousing symbols and words—such as “I HAVE A DREAM” and “VOTE”—
are situated alongside reminders that there is still much more work to be done.
Regarding Obama’s victory, Wade states, “It was a powerful sign…but most
Black people will tell you we held our breath and prayed…For we as much
as anyone know that we live in a society held together by a shaky history of
miseducation…the histories still left out of history…the denial of the fact that
in Canada as well as America we are still denied our full share of belonging no
matter how long we have been here…that the blood of our ancestors
…is still in the soil…”
Visit the Online Exhibition

SPIRIT HOUSE

Jan Wade, Spirit House, 2021, Courtesy of Jan Wade.

Spirit House, 2021, is a monochrome black sculpture in the form of a simple
wooden dwelling decorated with objects and words relating to religion, pop
culture, and music. The structure takes the form of places of worship known
as praise houses that enslaved African people built for themselves on Southern
United States plantations. Inside them congregants formed a circle and stomped
and shouted in a ritualistic act of resistance known as the Ring Shout. “I’m really
interested in the transference of African spiritual practice to Christianity and
the kind of journey it took,” says Wade. She adds that this place of worship
“isn’t exactly just a Christian thing but it’s also a very African thing. It’s that
transmutation of going from here to there.” The buttoned Haitian bowl atop the
praise house—filled with objects such as a skull, hands, and a cross—resembles
a slave ship, alluding to the forced migration of African peoples as part of the
transatlantic slave trade.
Visit the Online Exhibition

Our entire collection of newsletters can be found on the ACI website,
for you to read, share, and enjoy.
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